Your own experiences can add
substance to your writing. Your
intimate knowledge of the subject will
ring true to the reader in a way that
something you have just made up will
not.

LISTEN UP!
“The first draft is just you
telling yourself the story.”
Terry Pratchett is an English
humorist, satirist and author of

That is why people in the industry will
always tell you to write about what
you know.

fantasy novels. He is best known for
his Discworld series of 41 novels.
“You don’t start out writing

Don’t try to second guess the value of
your life as you will only think it has
been boring to date and is of no use
to anyone. Just do it.

good stuff. You start out
writing crap and thinking
it’s good stuff and then
you gradually get better at it.”

Another interesting thing you might
try is to write about other creatures;
animals, aliens, cavemen or cars in a
way that gives them human
attributes. Check out the story ‘The
Lost Eggs’ further in the magazine.

Octavia E. Butler was an award
winning science fiction author. The
first science fiction author to win a
McArthur Fellowship.
“You can edit a bad page.

Lots of kid’s stories are written in this
vein and while the kids think the
stories are hilarious, it is the parents
who clue in to the amusing little
nuances of the human experience
that the writer inserts.

You can’t edit a blank page,”
Jodi Picoult is the author of 24 novels
about family, relationships, etc. She
has 14 million copies in print
worldwide.
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Letter From The Editor
Well, here we are in April and
although the familiar signs of spring
are all around us our world seems
alien as everything in our lives has
been changed due to a virus.
It seems like something from a
science fiction movie as it is
something we have never
experienced before.

BRENT
250-720-5160

You will be feeling isolated and lonely
and I hope this magazine will bring a
smile or two to warm you.
Make sure, you keep up with your
family members, friends and
neighbours whether by phone or
computer.
And look outside because nature is
providing us with a splendid, colorful
show.

Anne
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This page is usually reserved for events that are happening in Port Alberni, fun
things, interesting doings, happy gatherings of busy people in our community
but right now, we are in lockdown and instead of facing another joyous day, we
are in lonely isolation eyeball to eyeball with a deadly enemy.
Shutting down schools, restaurants, service businesses and public spaces
where gatherings take place is called ‘SOCIAL DISTANCING and these
measures are only being undertaken in an effort to stop the spread of this
virus. Imagine if two weeks after a popular event, twenty people turned up at
the hospital for treatment. The medical system just couldn’t cope. There is a
better chance of being treated for the virus if there are only one or two cases a
day and separating ourselves from others will facilitate that.
A joint review done by the World Health Organization and Chinese scientists
found that 80% of infected people had mild to moderate disease, 13.8% had
severe symptoms and 6.1% had life threatening episodes of respiratory failure,
septic shock or organ failure.

-

No deaths were reported among mild and moderate cases. For the mild and
moderate cases, it took two weeks on average to recover.
Reported signs and symptoms include
 Fever
 Coughing
 Difficulty breathing
So stay as isolated as you can until this wicked virus runs its course.
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Spring Herb
Popovers

KITCHEN UPDATES
Does your kitchen have cabinets that
are old, dysfunctional, and/or hard to
reach into? Does it have inadequate
shelving for your needs? This neat,
low cost trick will liven things up
and make your kitchen more user
friendly.
Remove the doors on two side by
side cabinets and insert sturdy,
attractive shelving to create one
large, open cabinet.

2 tbsp Canola vegetable oil
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 tbsp finely chopped basil
1 tbsp finely chopped chives
2 tsp finely chopped tarragon
1/ tsp salt
3 eggs at room temperature
1 cup milk at room temperature
1 tbsp butter melted
PREHEAT oven to 450F. Measure ½ tsp oil
into each cup of a muffin pan. Swirl muffin pan
then heat in oven for 5 minutes.
STIR flour together with herbs and salt in a
large bowl.
WHISK eggs in a small bowl. Whisk in milk
and butter. Pour egg mixture into flour mixture
and whisk until just combined. (lumpybatter is
okay).
REMOVE muffin pan from oven and
immediately fill each cup with a scant ¼ cup
batter.
BAKE in centre of oven until popovers puff up
and are dark golden, 18 to 20 minutes. Serve
warm.
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SOCIAL NETWORKING IS
NOT JUST FOR TEENS
One of the keys to healthy
aging is building and
maintaining relationships.
Many people don’t realize that
social isolation is a risk factor
for dementia. When you are
secluded, you’re not giving
your brain an opportunity to
learn new things and engage
in meaningful conversation
and debate.
So don’t be afraid to go on-line
and talk to other people.

PLEY
ROOFING
 INSURED
 FREE ESTIMATES

250-731-4510
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BUST THE BLOAT

BE VEGGIE SMART.
Vegetables like broccoli, cauliflower, brussel sprouts and cabbage produce gas
and bloating. Choose more asparagus, zucchini, squash and spinach instead.
DRINK MORE WATER
to help your body retain less of it. You need plenty of fluids to help things
move smoothly through your intestines
GREEN TEA
apple cider vinegar (2 tbsp in a cup of hot water), lemon juice and parsley can all help your body
release fluids.
DITCH THE SALT SHAKER
read labels to see if sodium is lurking in low-fat salad dressings, frozen dinners and canned goods.
SPREAD YOUR FOOD
throughout the day. Try to eat something every four hours. That will curb your hunger so you are
not inundating your belly with food all at once – a bloat culprit.
SELECT WHOLE GRAINS
like 1uinoa, popcorn and whole wheat bread. Refined grains like white bread, potato chips and
packaged sweets trigger an insulin increase that can lead to belly fat.
EAT YOUR CARBS at breakfast and lunch. There is no no need for an energy boost at night.
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SURVIVAL OF THE
FITTEST
CHARLES DARWIN died in April of 1882. He made an intensive study of animals and came
to conclusions about them and about humans as well. It was Charles who coined the phrase
‘survival of the fittest’ as in his research, he found that the more robust the species, the more
likely they were to survive. Sounds good but surely chance would come into the equation as
well as luck and skill. A specimen may have a perfect, strong body with all the relevant parts
humming along nicely but all of that denotes strength, it does not infer intelligence. The most
wiry, little runt in the pack could survive better and longer if he had smarts upstairs.
In a direct conflict, it might be thought that the perfectly engineered man would overpower his
weak-in-comparison counterpart but suppose, the runt was an expert swordsman and the big
guy relied on his strength alone. It’s a no-brainer which of the combatants would walk away.
That’s where skill comes in.
They both might be confronted by a saber toothed tiger
and the small guy had the ability to squeeze between rocks
and hide. The impressive muscles of the perfect specimen
would preclude this. When faced with a bigger, faster
enemy, strength would not save the ideal specimen from
imminent death. Chance is a fine thing. Something else
Darwin said raises a red flag.
“Unless a species chooses to adapt to changed circumstances, it will not survive.”
Darwin is assuming the species has knowledge that it could use to adapt to a new set of
circumstances. However, knowledge comes from experience. If you were living in a cave
doing things by rote every day, what could you possibly have learned along the way to enable
you to ‘adapt’ to a new way of life? In that case, according to Darwin, you would be toast!
It would be helpful, should the need arise, that luck would come your way. Back in time,
species have found fire and the wheel, purely by luck and the knowledge acquired from the
finds. Both of which allowed them to adapt and survive despite their fitness level.
Other species, not as established or as strong as others but having the intellect to observe
enough to create tools or weapons like the crossbow, have prevailed and moved their species
forward. Do you really need to go to the gym?
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ANSWER ON
PAGE 25

BRAIN TEAZER

Answer on
Page 5
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AUTISM
APRIL 2ND IS RECOGNIZED AS AUTISM DAY. It is interesting to note that some of the
most brilliant people of our time; noted leaders, renowned scientists, published writers, worldclass musicians and other great achievers suffer from this disease to some degree. Perhaps, we
all do.
BILL GATES 1955 – present
He has a distinct rocking motion when he concentrates, shortened and
monotone speech patterns and he doesn’t make eye contact on the rare
occasions he speaks directly with someone.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON 1805-1875
Anderson’s diary describes at great length his many bouts of
unrequited love for those who quite frankly were unavailable.
This is a common personal trait on the autism spectrum.

MICHELANGELO 1475-1564
He had a singular interest in his work, a temper that could change at
the drop of a hat, strict routines and very poor social skills. Such
characteristics are consistent with high functioning autism.

EMILY DICKINSON 1830-1886
She wrote poems extremely unconventional for her time period, was
reclusive, got along well with children, wore white almost exclusively
and she had another disease that those with autism have much higher
risk to have – epilepsy.

LEWIS CARROLL 1832-1898
The Author of Alice In Wonderland was a poor communicator
exacerbated by a severe stammer. He showed great mathematical genius
and was a minor inventor both common characteristics of autism.
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YOUR PETS
HAVE TEETH
TOO
By Dr. A. Damant, B. Sc. (Hons) D.V.M.
Good dental care is very important to the health of your pet. Both dogs and
cats frequently suffer from a buildup of tartar on their teeth and the gum
infection that goes along with it. The medical name for this condition is
periodontal disease.
Periodontal disease starts with the buildup of plaque on the teeth, a thin,
colorless film made up of bacteria from the mouth. Plaque accumulates
minerals from the saliva and changes to a hard, yellow-brown substance
called tartar. Tarter also causes gum infection which leads to the signs of
periodontal disease, bad breath, loose teeth and reluctance to chew and eat
hard foods.
Eventually, the infection and pain can become so severe that the animals may
become depressed and can lose weight. Bacteria from the infected gums can
also be picked up by the blood stream and carried to the rest of the body
including the heart, liver and kidneys thus leading to serious disease and
even premature death.
Periodontal disease is relatively easy to prevent and treat in its early stages.
Feeding hard foods, tooth brushing and the use of suitable, chew toys can all
help remove the accumulated tartar thus preventing gum infection. Before
m

you start a food or other dental preventative, make sure to ask your vet first.
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Never give your pet anything that is harder than the teeth can chew as it
results in broken teeth. Antlers and bones are the most common culprits of
dental fractures. If prevention isn’t enough, your pets can see the dentist –
your local veterinarian- for dental treatment.
The dog or cat is put under a general anesthetic so that the teeth can be
thoroughly cleaned and polished and very loose or infected teeth can be
extracted. Anesthetic is required to do a proper cleaning of the inside and
outside of the teeth and examination of the mouth.
Having the teeth cleaned without anesthetic can result in damage to the teeth
and missed diagnosis of infected teeth or growths in the mouth. Pain
medications and antibiotics may be sent home after a dental has been
performed depending on the severity of the dental disease found in your
pet’s mouth.
In other words, veterinarians do everything your dentist does when you go
for a regular checkup and more.
The dental health of your pet is very important and it is much easier to
prevent or treat the problem earlier than later since periodontal disease
spreads down the jaw and will infect healthy teeth.
If you would like more information on the dental health of your pet, please
contact your local veterinarian.
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APRIL 2020 MOVIE PIC

STARRING:
Leonardo Di Caprio and Kate Winslet
This is a 1997 epic romance and disaster film about
two members of different social classes who fall in
love aboard the Titanic on her ill-fated maiden
voyage. It is worth seeing again.
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TITANIC

A British passenger liner, the RMS TITANIC was the largest ship afloat at the time and billed
as ‘unsinkable’. She sailed out of Southampton on her way to New York with an estimated
2,224 passengers and crew on April 10, 1912.
She carried some of the wealthiest people in the world and the First Class accommodation was
designed for their comfort and luxury. There was a gym, a swimming pool, libraries, high class
restaurants and opulent cabins.
There were also hundreds of emigrants on board, men, women and children from Great Britain,
Ireland, Scandinavia and other places all looking for a new life in the United States. Their
accommodations were plain and below deck.
On April 14, at 11:40 pm, in the North Atlantic, the Titanic struck an iceberg. The collision
caused the hull plates on her starboard side to buckle inwards and opened five of her sixteen
watertight compartments to the sea. She could only have survived four of them flooding.
There was only enough life boats for half of the passengers and crew and even then only twenty
lifeboats on board, four of which were collapsible and hard to launch during the sinking.
People were set adrift in the lifeboats, many only partially filled. A large number of men were
left behind as ‘women and children first’ was a protocol for the loading of lifeboats.
At 2:20 am on April 15th the ship broke apart, floundered and with well over one thousand
people still on board sank into the icy waters. Just under two hours later, a Cunard liner, RMS
Carpathia arrived and brought aboard an estimated 705 survivors. Fifteen hundred people died
along with the Captain who had gone down with his ship.
The disaster was met with worldwide shock and outrage at the huge loss of life as well as at the
regulatory and operational failures that had led to it. As a result of the disaster, major
improvements were made to maritime safety and several new wireless regulations came into
being in an effort to learn from the missteps taken which could have saved the lives of many
more passengers.
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KRAZY KOLORING
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THE MOST HATED MAN
Jerusalem was full to bursting and still people were entering the city. As I
struggled through the crowds on my way to a meeting of elders at the old
stone building that housed the court, I was astonished to see the people on
the street welcoming yet another group coming for the Passover
celebrations.
A man riding a donkey was
followed by his entourage but
in front of him, people were
laying palm fronds in his path
and they sang to him as if he
were a hero or a king.
I watched him pass. He was smiling as well he might. I walked along
beside his followers as the multitude seemed happy to let the group pass
and I was in a hurry.
The mood at the courthouse was somber.
“The people are fools,” someone said. “The town is a powder keg.”
“It wouldn’t take much for the whole thing to blow up in our faces and the
Romans would destroy us all,” added another.
We thought about ways to defuse the situation. We had the conquering
Romans meting out punishment to one and all and we thought ourselves
lucky to be left with making decisions on religious matters, something the
Romans had no interest in. The onus would be on us to keep the crowds
from expressing their displeasure if we were to avoid the wrath of the
Romans.
“Rabbi, may I speak?”
To say we were stunned by the appearance of a strange man in our midst
would be an understatement. Our leader nodded and the man, whose
name was Judas Iscariot, began to tell us a tale of his master who for
months now had been rallying the people, in their homes, their fields and
on the hillsides, exhorting them to follow him and embrace a different sort
of life.
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“I am afraid he may go too far,” the man said. “I love him and I fear he
will get hurt.”
The silence that ensued spoke volumes.
“You may be right to consider your friend is on the brink of danger,” our
leader said. “We have just been discussing the explosive atmosphere in the
town.”
We could arrest him,” another voice said. “He would be safe locked in a cell
for the weekend.”
“And he wouldn’t be hurt,” Judas thought out loud.
He made up his mind and told us to send soldiers to the garden of
Gethsemane.
“I will kiss him and call him Rabbi so they will know which one he is.”
Judas did not realize he had given his friend to a nest of vipers. By the
time he did, it was too late and his friend was about to be crucified. He
made one more attempt to have us intervene but the deed was done.
“You have to stop this,” he pleaded. “He is a good man, an innocent man.”
“What can we do?” our leader asked. “The Romans have decided this.”
“We can pay him. That’s what he really wants,” an angry voice shouted.
“It’s always about money. Here are your thirty pieces of silver.”
The coins were thrown onto the table with a great clatter. They spun and
rolled, shone and slid until many of them fell on the floor at the feet of the
desperate man. Judas was crying bitter tears as he turned and walked
away. Later, news was brought that he had hung himself.
I never got over what had been done to Judas and didn’t return to the
courthouse again. If Judas had lived, he would have heard that his friend
had overcome death and had risen. He would have known he had been
part of something huge. Perhaps that would have atoned for his becoming
the most hated man in the world, his very name being thought of along
with deceit and betrayal.
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In the first two months of
1964, wife Beverley had
urged me to seek a new
position of flying off a multi
pilot base with B.C. airlines..
The reason was that living on
a single pilot base meant
extremely long duty times and
very odd flights with a
hospital in my home town.\
I made a promise to Beverley
that we would relocate and be
settled in before the birth of
our second child, due in July.
So what a shock I received
after talking with the Port
Hardy base manager asking
him to advise operations of
my intending plans.
I was quickly in a raging war
with Wally Russell who said
and did anything to try to
keep me anchored in the pulp
mill town of Port Alice.
We had a lot of wonderful
moments in Port Alice and
made many lifelong friends.
Everyone looked after the
new and nervous young bride
in town when she was in.
One day, Beverley went to the
meat counter and was asked
by Ted Nichols:
“Mrs Cove, how may I help
you?”

AVIATION

ALBUM
Beverley in a very nervous
reply, stated:
“”I would like a lamb pork
chop.”
With that Ted shouted out.
“Yes Mrs. Cove, one special
order coming up as you wish.
That night when I sat down at
our kitchen table, joined by
Constable Helmer Hansen of
the R.C.M.P., we heard
Beverley, bark:
”What’s this anyway?”
Ted had taken butcher twine
and sewed a lamb Chop and a
pork chop together.
Oh, the wires were burning
that night and by noon of the
following day the whole town
was praising Ted for his
handy solutions to his many
and interesting meat orders.
Helmut, the town constable
made sure those who may
have been missed, were
brought up to speed on Ted’s
caper.
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A chance meeting with Lorne
Johnson, northern area
manager, for Canadian Forest
Products one afternoon
changed the course of our
lives.
Lorne had walked off the
PWA FLIGHT from
Vancouver and asked if I
would take him into Nimpkish
Lake camp.
I agreed and told him to jump
into the co-pilot seat so we
could chat heading into camp.
When we arrive, Lorne stands
on the Camp “N” dock and
asks me ask me if I would
attend a meeting with his
Management team, in camp
soon.
Some of the things we talked
about on the flight seemed to
impress him. I agreed to meet
with his team anytime.
On returning to Alert Bay from
our daily mail run into
Minstrel Island area, Mrs.
Kenmuir asked me to go to her
office as there was a call
coming in from Canfor.

On the phone was Mrs.
McNulty, who I had the
pleasure of meeting in earlier
times when I would walk up
to the office, and do a little
PR with her. I was asked if I
could come back for a short
meeting.
After I talked with Hardy
dispatch, I was on my way, a
twelve minute flight in an
empty Beaver aircraft.
The meeting was the first
time with Lorne, John Mc
Nulty, Walter Dahlquist and
mechanical superintendent,
Holgar Wickstrom.
I was given names, titles and
a short version of our
discussion by Walter and
asked if I would think about
this and return the next day
to discuss it and advise where
to go from here.
.I asked if I could have two
days and then I’d return with
a small performa, similar to
one I had just completed
months earlier for a different
company.
Lorne expressed an interest to
return to Head Office in VR.
To my surprise after giving
me the two days, he decided
to remain in the area until I
had presented my ideas.

I drove in on the morning in
question in time for a lavish,
hugely popular, breakfast with
the newly formed committee.
I was eager, yet expecting, to
hear bad news as. I pointed out
all the things wrong with their
operations. That allowed us to
get to the nitty gritty and make
great headway.
I first had to establish that my
name must never be mentioned
as my own circumstances with
BCA were going so well now.
I also asked my name not be
mentioned for another week to
Bob Duncan and the Canfor
legal department. They agreed
and our next week was to be
our first real working session.
I was to complete a review of
their aircraft with a test flight
and snag list.
It was agreed I would not be
accepting a job offer but would
see this through to the end and
deliver a great job for this
particular task. There would
be no job. I had a wife and
family, a promise.
The rest of this story is a
wonderful read if I say so
myself. My wife Beverley
could not believe I was able to
keep a secret for so long and
pull it off.

Beverley was now convinced I
was keeping my promise of a
better married life for us with
the thoughts of our gaining one
more Student pilot, a much
better home life with a much
shorter duty day at work.
We we’re dreaming
ahead and in the end we lived
HAPPILY EVER AFTER.
Beverley actually saw through
the entire program and over
dinner one night, stated
“You don’t have to honour
your promise to me of moving
to a multi pilot base for my
sake.
If you do not go and do this job
for Canfor, you may wonder
forever ‘what if’.”
Wow, what a shock for me
then, but that’s my Beverley.
Later at the End of the Canfor
stories, Beverley again
produced my new bit of
adventure.
B.C. Airlines embarked on a
radical shift of going from a
large visual flight rules air
carrier of water borne aircraft
to multi instrument flight rule
carriers.

Our BCA then Purchased CP
AIR Southern Mountain
Operations.
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The Airline intended to train a
very small group of our pilot’s
in the art of this
Exciting new venture concept
for us to fly on Instruments.
Beverley announced:
“You had better bid.”
She felt I would really bite
into the Program in a big way.
Bev even went on to say:
“You will likely be successful
and get a position in the first
instrument course.”
As well I had Captains
Gordon Russell and Alan
Eden urging me to take up the
Challenge.
In the end, I was successful,
and so much good came of
our move. BCA trained me in
IFR.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson who
worked in Woss Camp at the
time, came to ask if we
we’re moving to the mainland
and would we consider the
following.
The Wilson’s would load their
Furniture in a large Van, to
move into Woss Camp And
they would rent their lovely
home in Ladner to us with no
restrictions and at a wonderful
monthly rate.
We would then fill the Moving
Van in Nimpkish at our house
after they had unloaded their
contents in Woss and BCA
paid for the Moving Van.
This was so fortunate for Bev
and I. The move was truly a
stroke of luck.
I would have been retired
there in Camp “N” had the
BCA bids not happened.

Part of my Canfor package
even included the selling to me
the Beaver Aircraft
CF-IFQ down the Road at a
later date.
John & Terry Mc Nulty were
so very good to Beverley and I.
It wasn’t long before we had
the Port Alice and the “N”
Camp residents visiting, and
partying back and forth.
My personal pleasure was high
when I had the first man cave
gifted to me in camp. This was
a wonderful hangar, for IFQ
and the perfect hide out for me.
There was no more having to
get up in the middle of the
night, sweeping snow off the
A/C.
Sleeping through the night and
awakening early became a true
luxury for me.

It’s April 22nd
Be sure to do something today that will help
this planet. Planting a tree is good because
it will replace at least one of the millions we
have cut down and it will provide oxygen for
your little corner of the world.
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APRIL 2020 FASHION
IT’S SPRING and nothing says that better than yellow and
green. You just need to look at nature to see what goes
with what in FASHION, FOOD AND FURNISHINGS.
[Type a quote from the document or the summary of an interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere in the
document. Use the Drawing Tools tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text box.]

GREEN and YELLOW are next to
each other on the color wheel
and neighboring colors tend to
blend into each other in a
pleasing way.
TRUST
YOUR
INSTINCTS
Be the best
YOU this
spring.

WINTER is so done. Get rid of
your dark and gloomy clothes
for a brighter, happier YOU.
You can pick a single
color, like BLUE to
create a relaxed feeling.
You can change the
intensity from light to
dark to create a
dramatic tone on tone
look.
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ADD
INTEREST
with a
neutral, a
pattern or a
texture.

.Aries

will live each moment to the full this year. Fun,
play, creativity, romance and self-expression are all
keywords for you. Stability and structure will result.
Your natural need for change, drama, activity and flair
will be toned down somewhat as you align with
discipline, order and a bit more structure in all areas of
your life.
Success is the end result.
It is a year of positive self-achievement.
You will be chasing dreams, making much longed for
changes in your world and putting many of the lessons
you’ve learned to good use.
You’ll see significant emotional interludes to
communication and family relationships in May, home
centered movement in June and delicious, steamy
passions in November.
There is no chance you will miss the opportunities life
presents and there will be few moments of boredom.
FUNNY
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BE A SUBSCRIBER TO
THIS MAGAZINE FOR $12
 Get home delivery
 Get in the monthly draw
mail in the form to
4641 Margaret Street V9Y 6H1
or bring it to our office or email us at
marigoldproductions@shaw.ca
YES, I want to subscribe to the magazine
NAME ___________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
__________________________________________

TELEPHONE _______________________

The winning subscriber for
APRIL
CASEY VANSCHIE
$25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
from
BUY LOW FOODS

Life is like a Camera
Focus on what’s important
then
Capture the good times
Develop from the Negative
and
if things don’t work out
Take another Shot

Answer on page 31
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The Herring Fleet
poem and picture by A., Damant
Laughing, I walk to the beach
Tilting my face towards the warm sun.
Squinting into the glare, I see them.
Black spots on the horizon.
Quickly, they approach,
Swooping in a huge mass of feathers and
noise.
Squawking, ravenous seagulls with white
heads.
They swarm the sea which is frothing,
Boiling, alive.
As I approach the water’s edge the smell
Hits me., cloying, fishy.
It is the scent of death and life entwining.
Barking and splashing steal my attention.
Grey, sleek flippers are in the air.
Heads are round and fat.
There are snorts as the sea lions
Come to the surface
Clearing their nostrils oa acrid, salty sea.
They move in packs, diving under the surface
and popping up with full mouths and bellies
distended.
Eagles arrive next. Big hulking birds.
They assault the gulls from above.
Stealing their catch.
They eat on the wing, too hungry to land and
their shadows darken the shore.
Soon there are boats, so many boats
Big and little and everything in- between.
Men shout, engines scream belching smoke.
Nets roll into the foam and come out

Covered in struggling, silver fish.
Can it be that these tiny creatures are the
cause of all this commotion?
I kneel in the wet sand and stare at the milky
water.
Small fish, no bigger than my palm are racing
in and out of the shallows.
Some get stuck in the falling tide.
They flap and gasp in a desperate effort to
rejoin the orgy.
It is their time to mate ensuring that their
species goes on.
Because of them the eagles and gulls and sea
lions and men will feast.
Because of them the ocean is alive.
Gently, I help the fish into deeper water
hoping that they will miss the nets. The tiny
bay is choked with boats, so many bots that
the fish don’t ’stand a chance. Suddenly, I am
alarmed by the greed of man and I wish that I
was in another time when nature ruled and
we were

humble.

“Swim, swim!,” I whisper then turn away.
How many eggs will go uneaten? How many
fish will survive? Will it be enough? Or will
this be the last dance, the final chapter of an
awesome cycle? Maybe, or maybe these
small miracles will find a way despite it all.
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THE LOST EGGS
BRUNO RULED THE BARNYARD and when
Bruno wanted something done, there were plenty
of hanger’s on to get the job finished.
“I’m having a gala party,” Bruno announced. “It’s a garden party complete with an Easter egg
hunt.”

Squeals of delight came from the piglets. They liked nothing better than to nose around and
find tasty morsels hidden in the grass.
“Where you gonna get the eggs?” a worried chicken asked.
“Good question,” Bruno growled as he looked with intent at the chicken house along the
driveway.
The chicken panicked and ran hell-for-leather up the drive, skittered into the chicken house and
began to roll her prize eggs under some loose hay. Bruno followed at a stately pace, his bow
legs swinging his heavy butt as he heaved himself up the slanted board and into the building
followed by the piglets. The chickens all flew up to the roost and looked down in alarm as
Bruno shouted out his order.
“Find the eggs!”
The piglets were in seventh heaven as they rooted out twelve, golden brown, large size eggs.
The chickens clucked and bobbed their heads in dismay as they watched animals they had
thought of as friends carry the loot away.
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Bruno had the eggs delivered to the Easter bunny where they were put in a basket for safe
keeping with the instructions that they were to be hollowed out, painted and hidden around the
grounds in time for the party.
Spooky, the male cat, heard about the atrocity and together with Miss Mischief, his wife,
conspired to spoil Bruno’s plans. Needless to say, the cats hated the dog with a passion. They
set out that very night to undo the damage Bruno had done.
“What am I supposed to do now?” the Easter bunny asked as the two cats commandeered the
basket full of eggs.
“You’ll think of something,” Spooky told him in that careless so-what way he carried off so
well.
“You’ll have to,” Miss Mischief added as she switched her tail back and forth to express her
angry feelings about the entire episode.
She didn’t say that he’d have to deal with Bruno but the thought floated between them anyway.
It took most of the night for the two cats, taking turns to guard the basket, to carry the eggs in
their mouths, careful to avoid the sharp points of their teeth. One by one the eggs all made it
back to the chicken house to the delight of the chickens that had lost them.
“How can we repay you?” one of the chickens asked when the last egg was delivered.
Spooky stalked off, too proud an animal to discuss finance but Miss Mischief spoke up.
“Just seeing Bruno’s face will be enough.”
The chickens clucked in unison as she walked away after spooky.
The day of the party came and everything went according to plan except for the Easter egg hunt.
That turned out to be a dismal failure. The piglets were crying in frustration because the few
eggs they had found were rotten and undersized or had turned out to be painted rocks. The
rabbit could not be found and the chickens sat on nests bulging with
large size eggs utterly content.
Bruno felt humiliated and deceived as he circled the farm in
short angry paces. He noticed the two cats watching him
from a tree branch and charged at them snarling but could
only jump so far.
“One of these days I’m going to get you.” Bruno growled
in fierce threat. He wondered why they were smiling.
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APRIL IS A PROMISE
THAT MAY IS BOUND
TO KEEP
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